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RELEASE INFO 
 
Swordplay and Pierre the Motionless met on the infamous online musician dating 
site MySpace in its heyday circa 2007. Recognizing an inherent compatibility in both 
sound and language, the bilingual duo began to craft tracks together, beginning 
with the remix of 64 Bit from Swordplay’s 2005 Tilt EP and a melodious ode to the 
relentless lifestyle of touring DIY artists entitled No Sleep. These would be the first 
two songs written for what has evolved into a long-lasting friendship and 
collaborative project which is due to materialize in 2013 as the full-length 
Swordplay & Pierre the Motionless album ‘Tap Water’ with the support of French 
record label Dora Dorovitch. 
The music of Swordplay & Pierre the Motionless combines aggressive vocal 
deliveries with the somber architecture of a beat-maker flirting between jazz and 
folk. The duo has worked diligently on bringing to life their first collaborative full-
length album ‘Tap Water’. Still living under the umbrella of underground hip-hop, 
this unique creature bends genres, crosses borders and takes no prisoners. 

 
BIOGRAPHY 
 
Pretending to be hip-hop for more than five years now, Pierre the Motionless is 
actually just some French guy making beats that even your 50 year-old embittered 
aunt would like. Those who know him will tell you that this beloved husband and 
father is more emo than first impressions would suggest, and if that doesn’t sound 
OG enough for you, most rappers call him Papa Pierre. Collaborations with artists 
like Thesis Sahib and Astronautalis have brought his music to larger audiences 
across continents, and the release of the full-length album Inertia of an Accent at 
Rest by his group Motionless was followed by a tour of the US and Canada in 2009 . 
With so many important friends in high places and a considerable amount of 
theoretically possible gang-activity that they could engage in, it looks like Pierre will 
not be leaving the world of indie hip-hop anytime soon. 
  
Swordplay, however, is an unpredictable, wild-eyed activist poet and travelling 
emcee who has even been nicknamed Isaac Ramsey by his loved ones. Making raps 
since 2004, Swordplay’s sociopolitical commentaries reveal an avid love for piss 
and vinegar, and the lyrical content has attracted new audiences in the US who can 
relate to the themes of corporate capitalism, urban decay, mass disillusionment, 
love and war. After the release of The Tilt EP [2005] and the full-length solo album 
Cellars and Attics [2007], Swordplay departed in 2008 to tour Europe and South 
America, eventually landing in El Salvador where he spent time teaching creative 
writing and handmade musical instrument workshops for young artists.  
Today, Swordplay continues to teach afterschool art programs in his hometown of 
Richmond, VA and performs locally with his mouthy indie rock group Double 
Rainbow who made their debut in 2010 with the release of Fuck the Internet. 

 
CREDITS 
 
Vocals by Isaac Lyons Ramsey a.k.a Swordplay 
Music by Pierre Debrouwer a.k.a. Pierre the motionless 
 
Guest vocals by Brzowski, James P Honey, Ancient Mith, James Reindeer, Ceschi 
and Dug Yuck 
 
Mix & Master by Benoit Moritz 
 
Album Artwork by Bill Van Cutten 

 
DISTRIBUTION 
 
Dora Dorovitch Records 

 
 

 
TRACKLIST 

 
A1. No sleep  
A2. Conversation skills 
A3. Papier Maché 
A4. When the hurricane comes 
A5. No teleportation  
A6. No T.S. Eliot  
 
B1. Wonderful things feat. Brozwski  
B2. Song for the dead  
B3. Waterproof camera  
B4. Stop lying to us  
B5. 64 bit remix  
 
Bonus (only digital) 
 
12. Ant eats anteater feat. James P 
Honey 
13. 400 years of most murderous 
thirst feat. Ancient Mith, James P 
Honey, Ceschi, James Reindeer and 
Dug Yuck 
 
WEB 

 
www.doradorovitch.fr 
www.isaacontheinternet.com 
www.pierrethemotionless.com 
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Dora Dorovitch Records 
doradorovitch@gmail.com 
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franciscodora1@gmail.com 
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